Wazzup, Uruguay

An introduction to ceibal community and beyond
Wazzup, uruguay
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Groups

- CeibalJam!
- RAP Ceibal
- OLPC community lists: sur, uruguay, etc.
- Other projects: University projects
Groups: CeibalJam!

• A group of volunteers interested in development of software using Sugar and the XO.
• Two jams: May and september.
• Infrastructure: wiki, drupal, trac and facebook
• Projects: Edublog, PlayGo, Ceibal-Rol and CeibalChess.
Groups: RAP Ceibal

- Decentralized support network of volunteers.
- More than 1000, 3000 expected at end of 2009.
- Introduction talks to teachers and parents.
- Produces guides and content to be used by the teachers.
Groups: OLPC Comunity Lists

• Sur and others
• Users from all the iberoamerican deployments
• 10 msg in avg
• Horizontal interaction between users, help, support and feedback.
• Teachers, Volunteers and olpc and sugarlabs people.
Groups: University projects

- Flor de Ceibo
- Universidad de la Republica (Public university)
- 400 students and 24 teachers from all the University
- Support, research and content creation

- Other intra-faculty projects: Telematics workshop.
- Facultad de Ingeniería (U. de la R.)
- 9 telematics related projects.
Desiderata

• Working mesh and example
• The journal: corrupt, booting from usb/sd
• Reducing the gap: Success cases, boardentations, step by step, timelapse. XO<->screen
• Outside: outboundaries
• Subtext
Cool Stuff

• A little showcase
Links

• rapceibal.blogspot.com
• {dev.,edublog.}ceibaljam.org
• ceibal.edu.uy
• http://iie.fing.edu.uy/cursos/course/view.php?id=12
Questions?